First estimates of the radiative forcing of aerosols generated from biomass burning using satellite data
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Abstract. Collocated measurements from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) scanner are used to examine the radiative forcing of atmospheric aerosols generated from biomass burning for 13 images in South America. Using the AVHRR, Local Area Coverage (LAC) data, a new technique based on a combination of spectral and textural measures is developed for detecting these aerosols. Then, the instantaneous shortwave, longwave, and net radiative forcing values are computed from the ERBE instantaneous scanner data. Results for the selected samples from 13 images show that the mean instantaneous net radiative forcing for areas with heavy aerosol loading is about $-36 \text{ W/m}^2$ and that for the optically thin aerosols are about $-16 \text{ W/m}^2$. These results, although preliminary, provide the first estimates of radiative forcing of atmospheric aerosols from biomass burning using satellite data.

1. Introduction

Atmospheric aerosol particles, both natural and anthropogenic, are important to the Earth's radiative balance. They scatter the incoming solar radiation and modify the shortwave reflective properties of clouds by acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). Although it has been recognized that aerosols exert a net cooling influence on climate [Twomey et al., 1984; Charlson et al., 1992a,b; Kiehl and Briegleb, 1993; Penner et al., 1994], this effect has received much less attention than the radiative forcings due to greenhouse gases and clouds. The radiative forcing due to aerosols is comparable in magnitude to current anthropogenic greenhouse gas forcing but opposite in sign [Houghton et al., 1996]. One contributing factor for the inability of the current climate models to accurately estimate surface temperatures may be due to the inaccurate characterization of aerosol effects. In order to obtain accurate estimates of aerosol perturbations on the Earth's radiative balance, it is imperative to include the influence of aerosols in climate models. This will enable us to predict realistic global estimates of aerosol radiative effects more confidently.

Biomass burning, which is widely prevalent in the tropics, serves to clear land for shifting cultivation and the expanding population. It produces large amounts of trace gases and aerosol particles, which play a pivotal role in tropospheric chemistry and climate [Crutzen and Andreae, 1990; Fishman, 1991]. Aerosol particles emitted from biomass burning are a major source of cloud condensation nuclei [Radke, 1989] which affect the microphysics of boundary layer clouds [Kaufman and Nakajima, 1993] and alter the radiation budget of the Earth by increasing the albedo [Coakley et al., 1987; Twomey et al., 1984; Radke et al., 1989]. Recently, Penner et al. [1992] proposed that smoke particles from biomass burning may have a significant impact on climate by altering the global radiation balance. These particles reflect solar radiation back to space directly and also increase the reflectivity of clouds by acting as CCN. They estimate that 114 Tg of smoke is produced per year in the tropics through biomass burning. The smoke also has about the same distribution of particle sizes as do the sulfate aerosols and with comparable lifetimes in the atmosphere. The direct effect of the aerosols generated from biomass burning, combined with the indirect effect of increasing cloud albedo through the aerosol effects on cloud properties, could potentially offset the predicted CO$_2$ induced warming [Penner et al., 1992; Charlson et al., 1991]. Results from NASA's Transport and Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment near the Equatorial Atlantic (TRACE A) experiment also suggests a net cooling effect due to aerosols generated from biomass burning [Anderson et al., 1995]. Most of the studies mentioned above estimate the radiative impact of aerosols by using some form of the radiative transfer equation. This study utilizes the ERBE measurements to estimate the top of the atmosphere (TOA) perturbations produced due to biomass burning.

In this paper, the direct radiative effects of smoke produced through biomass burning are examined using satellite data. The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) Local Area Coverage (LAC) imagery, along with the instantaneous scanner Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) data onboard the NOAA 9 platform, are used to examine the radiative effects of biomass burning over Rondonia province in Brazil. The change in the top of the atmosphere (TOA) shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) fluxes due to the smoke produced from biomass burning is examined.

The data sets used in this study are reviewed in section 2, and the methodology is explained in section 3. The results are discussed in section 4, and section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Data

In this study, data from two sensors from the same satellite are used. The NOAA 9 AVHRR LAC data, at a nominal spatial resolution of 1.1 km, is used to detect fires and smoke by using a combination of spectral and textural measures. The AVHRR
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instrument has five channels which provides data in the visible, near-infrared and infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum [Kidwell et al., 1991]. Channel 1 is between 0.58 and 0.68 μm, channel 2 is between 0.725 and 1.1 μm, channel 3 is between 3.55 and 3.93 μm, channel 4 is between 10.3 and 11.3 μm, and channel 5 is between 11.5 and 12.5 μm. The instantaneous ERBE scanner data onboard the same satellite at a nominal spatial resolution of about 40 km is used to examine the TOA SW and LW fluxes due to the smoke produced from biomass burning. The ERBE scanner measures SW radiances between 0.25 and 4 μm, longwave radiances between 4 and 50 μm and total radiances between 0.25 and 50 μm [Kopja, 1986]. The ERBE radiances are then converted to TOA fluxes [Barkstrom et al., 1986] using angular dependence models [Sattelles et al., 1988, 1989]. The ERBE scanner data onboard the NOAA 9 satellite was operational from February 1985 and January 1987. Therefore, collocated analysis between AVHRR and ERBE can only be performed for two biomass burning seasons.

Several preprocessing steps are performed to ensure the quality of the data. The AVHRR data are navigated using an accurate navigation software [Rosborough et al., 1994] and are calibrated using Kidwell [1991]. Nonlinear calibration of the thermal channels are performed using Weinreb et al. [1990], and the degradations in channels 1 and 2 are estimated using Rao and Chen [1994].

In this study, 25 images (Y.J. Kaufman, personal communication, 1993) during the August 1987, biomass burning season over South America, from NOAA 9, were used to develop a new detection scheme based on spectral and textural measures. Unfortunately, the ERBE scanner onboard NOAA 9 was not operational during that time. Thirteen images from August 13, 1985, to September 5, 1985, were used to further improve the detection scheme and to examine the radiative impact of biomass burning. The area of study is between 55 W and 75 W longitude and between 2 S to 15 S latitude and is shown in Figure 1. This area had a substantial increase in the rate of deforestation from 1984 to 1986 [Malingreau and Tucker, 1988, Skole and Tucker, 1993] and has been the subject of many investigations [e.g., Salati and Vose, 1983, Nelson and Holben, 1986, Tucker et al., 1984, Prins and Menzel, 1992].

3. Methodology

3.1 Detection of Smoke Generated From Biomass Burning

In order to examine the radiative impact of smoke generated due to biomass burning, smoke must first be identified in remote sensing imagery. Most detection schemes from satellite imagery rely on a dark uniform background such as water [Rao et al., 1989] or dense vegetation [Kaufman et al., 1990] in order to detect aerosols. But a large contribution of aerosols generated from dust storms, forest fires, and biomass burning are found over land with variable surface albedos. The variable albedo of the background makes the detection of aerosols over land a difficult problem. In this study, a new technique based on a combination of spectral and textural measures is used. Several spectral combinations which help identify the aerosols are first examined. For example, the ratio of AVHRR channels 1 and 2 is useful for detecting aerosols over water [Rao et al., 1989], and the difference between channels 3 and 4 [Ackerman, 1989] is used to visually examine the separation between the aerosols and the underlying background. Other combinations that were exam-

Figure 1. Map of South America with region of study.
The GLDV method assumes that the textural information in an image is contained in the overall spatial relationship the gray levels in the image have to one another. GLDV is based upon the absolute difference between pairs of gray levels i and j found at a distance d apart, at angle $\phi$ with a fixed direction. The difference vector probability density function $P(m)_{d\phi}$ is defined for $m = |i-j|$, where i and j are the corresponding gray levels, and is obtained by dividing the gray level frequencies of occurrence by the total frequencies. From the density function, the following individual textural measures are computed:

1. **Contrast**
   \[
   CON_{d\phi} = \sum_m m^2 P(m)_{d\phi} \quad (1)
   \]

2. **Local Homogeneity**
   \[
   HOM_{d\phi} = \sum_m P(m)_{d\phi} / (1 + m^2) \quad (2)
   \]

3. **Mean**
   \[
   MEAN_{d\phi} = \sum_m m P(m)_{d\phi} \quad (3)
   \]

4. **Angular Second Moment**
   \[
   ASM_{d\phi} = \sum_m P(m)_{d\phi}^2 \quad (4)
   \]

5. **Entropy**
   \[
   ENTR O_{d\phi} = -\sum_m P(m)_{d\phi} \log P(m)_{d\phi} \quad (5)
   \]

6. **Difference Cluster Shade**
   \[
   SHADE_{d\phi} = \sum_m (m - \mu_{d\phi})^3 P(m)_{d\phi} / \sigma^3 \quad (6)
   \]

Where $\mu_{d\phi} = \sum_m m P(m)_{d\phi}$,
   \[
   \sigma = \sum_m (m - \mu_{d\phi})^2 P(m)_{d\phi} / \sigma^2 \quad (7)
   \]

**Difference Cluster Prominence**
   \[
   PROM_{d\phi} = \sum_m (m - \mu)^2 P(m)_{d\phi} / \sigma^2 - 3 \quad (7)
   \]

Contrast provides a measure of the degree of spread in gray levels; angular second moment is a measure of the homogeneity in the scene; entropy represents a measure of disorder in the scene; local homogeneity is a measure of the amount of local similarity in the scene; difference cluster shade is a measure of the degree to which the outliers in the histogram favor one side or another of the mean; and difference cluster prominence measures the effect of the outliers on the peak of the distribution.

A 9 x 9 pixel window then was used to compute the textural features for each pixel. Therefore, for each textural feature, a corresponding textual image was created. These images then were examined to determine the best possible visual separation between the aerosols and the underlying background. The textual feature that provided the best combination was the "mean".

Plate 1 shows an example of an AVHRR three-band overlay of one image over the Rondonia province from Sept. 3, 1985. The size of the image is approximately 3.7 x 10^5 km^2. The red color displays channel 1, blue displays the "mean" textural measure of AVHRR channel combination (1-4)/(1+4), and green displays channel (1-4)/(1+4). Fires are denoted in red. (The fire detection scheme is discussed in section 3.2.) For this particular image, 4459 fires were detected. The white boxes denote selected collocated ERBE footprints (see section 3.3). Several interesting features can be noted from this image. Several smoke plumes (labelled A-D) can be seen, with dense smoke plume (labelled E) toward the middle of the image. These dense smoke plumes often are 4-6 kms in height above the surface (E. Browell, personal communication, 1995). The light yellow color in Plate 1 represents hazy conditions due to smoke being transported away from the source. These haze layers associated with biomass burning often extend hundreds of kilometers [Andreae et al., 1988] and are widely prevalent during the biomass burning season in the Amazonia basin. Plate 1 shows that there is a good separation between the background and the diffuse smoke. The background appears dark in this image, the diffuse smoke is light yellow, the dense smoke is tan, and water clouds appear as blue. Using spectral measures alone, it was not possible to produce an equally good separation between these features. It is noted that while the AVHRR channel ratio of (1-4)/(1+4) is sensitive to both clouds and smoke, it is the combination of the spectral and textural features which provides the best visual separation among the smoke, clouds, and the underlying background.

### 3.2. Fire Detection

The AVHRR LAC imagery has been used to detect fires due to biomass burning over South America [Matson and Holben, 1987; Kaufman et al., 1990; Malingreau and Tucker, 1988; Prins and Menzel, 1992], Africa [Kennedy et al., 1994; Cahoon et al., 1995], and Asia [Malingreau, 1990].
In order to determine the radiative impact of aerosols generated from biomass burning, narrowband AVHRR LAC data is collocated with the broadband measurements from the ERBE scanner. The ERBE scanner onboard NOAA 9 operated from February 1985 to January 1987. During this time, the instrument provided valuable information on the radiation budget of the earth-atmosphere system. By combining the narrowband AVHRR radiometer with the broadband ERBE scanner on the same platform, we can more accurately investigate the radiative impact of aerosols.

The scanner onboard NOAA 9 measures the broadband shortwave, longwave, and total radiances. The ERBE radiances are then inverted to TOA fluxes [Barkstrom et al., 1989] using a Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) method [Wielicki and Green, 1989; Diekmann and Smith, 1989]. In this procedure, the geotype of a pixel is a static procedure. It depends upon the measured area and a predetermined atlas of geotype. The surface is classified into (1) ocean, (2) land, (3) snow, (4) desert, and (5) coastal categories. The clouds are classified into (1) partly cloudy, (2) mostly cloudy, and (3) overcast categories. As pointed out by Ackerman and Chung [1992] the geographical regions with aerosols tend to be misclassified as being partly cloudy or mostly cloudy, thereby resulting in errors in TOA fluxes. Diekmann and Smith [1989] and Li and Leighton [1991] provide estimates of the errors by assuming the inappropriate limb darkening and bidirectional models. Diekmann and Smith [1989]
show that the errors in LW flux estimates are negligible for all scene types and that the maximum errors in SW flux estimates are about 14%. Until realistic limb darkening and bidirectional models are developed for aerosols, the ERBE measurements provide the only direct method for estimating the radiative impact of aerosols.

The collocation procedure follows that of Li and Leighton [1991] but is modified for AVHRR LAC imagery. First, the center of an AVHRR pixel that corresponds to an ERBE pixel is identified. The distance between the centers are usually less than 2 km. If this distance is greater than 5 km, the pixel is flagged and is not used. The group of 37 x 37 pixels is assumed to correspond to one ERBE pixel. Then the ERBE shortwave flux is correlated with the AVHRR channel 1 reflectance and the ERBE longwave flux is correlated with the AVHRR channel 4 temperature. Correlation coefficients are usually greater than 95%. Figures 3a and 3b show the correlation for the aforementioned parameters. The correlation coefficient is 98% in this case. Correlation coefficients of 98% ensure that the data have been properly calibrated, navigated, and collocated.

4. Results

The results are divided into two sections. First, the TOA fluxes due to biomass burning is discussed, and then second, the radiative forcing is examined.

4.1. Top of Atmosphere (TOA) Fluxes Due to Biomass Burning

There have been very few attempts to study the regional radiative impact of aerosols produced due to biomass burning using satellite data. One of the reasons is the difficulty in separating the aerosols from the underlying background; also, AVHRR LAC imagery has been expensive and difficult to obtain. Ackerman and Chung [1992] used AVHRR and ERBE data to study the radiative effects of dust storms on the TOA radiative energy budget. Their study showed that the aerosols from dust storms reduced the TOA SW fluxes over oceans by as much as 40-90 W/m². The change in SW and LW fluxes due to aerosols over land was 5-20 W/m² and 20-50 W/m², respectively, as compared to clear sky values. They note that it is often difficult to separate the effects of dust over land due to the similar reflective characteristics of the underlying background.

In this study, the combination of spectral and textural measures is used in separating the aerosols produced due to biomass burning over land. Even the optically thin aerosol features can be identified. Figure 4 shows the relationship between ERBE SW flux versus LW flux for selected samples of land, haze, and dense smoke extracted from Plate 1. These samples were identified by visual examination of the image. The SW flux values are between 140 W/m² and 200 W/m², and the LW flux values are between 280 and 300 W/m². The land samples are well-
clustered together, with average SW flux values of about 150 W/m² and LW flux values of about 290 W/m². The SW flux values of haze and dense smoke are higher than the underlying background by about 30-50 W/m². The dense smoke has LW flux values higher than that of clear land by about 10-15 W/m² because most of the dense smoke is found directly above the fires. On the other hand, some haze samples have LW flux values similar to that of land, while others have LW flux values similar to that of the dense smoke values. The difference between SW flux values over land and the dense smoke is about 30-60 W/m², whereas the change in LW flux between clear land and dense smoke is about 10-20 W/m². For all of the images used in this study, the LW flux values of dense smoke were larger than that of clear land, whereas the diffuse smoke, which had spread to several hundreds of miles and which included no fire pixels, usually had LW flux values similar to that of bare land. On the other hand, the SW flux values for both the dense and diffuse smoke was higher than that of land. Note that the solar zenith ranged between 37° and 44° for this image.

Figure 5 shows the histogram of AVHRR channel 3 and channel 4 temperatures for (a) land, (b) dense smoke, and (c) haze for one selected collocated ERBE footprint. Figure 5a shows that for the land sample, the peak channel 4 temperatures are between 295 and 296 K and the channel 3 temperatures are between 298 and 299 K. Figure 5b shows the histogram for a dense smoke sample with 247 fires. The channel 3 temperatures are much larger than the channel 4 temperatures, making the detection of fires from AVHRR data possible. All of the dense smoke samples had fires below them. Figure 5c shows the channel 3 and channel 4 temperatures for one selected "haze" sample. These optically thin aerosols are transported hundreds of kilometers away from their source and, therefore, have no fires directly below them. Therefore, the channel 3 temperatures are much smaller than those of the dense smoke samples.

4.2. Radiative Forcing of Aerosols Generated From Biomass Burning

In order to quantify the effect of aerosols on the regional radiative energy budget, two terms are defined which are (1) shortwave aerosol radiative forcing (SWRF) and (2) longwave aerosol radiative forcing (LWRF). SWRF is defined as:

$$SWRF = S_0 (\alpha_{sh} - \alpha_{aer})$$

and LWRF is defined as:

$$LWRF = LW_{sh} - LW_{aer},$$

where $S_0$ is incoming solar flux, $\alpha$ is albedo, and LW is longwave flux. The subscripts sh and aer denote clear sky and aerosol conditions. Note that the radiative forcing defined in this manner is termed "instantaneous forcing" because no space or time averaging has been performed.

To assess the radiative impact of aerosols, selected collocated samples from the AVHRR and ERBE data are utilized. These samples were selected by visual examination of the 13 AVHRR images. The two main classes of interest are (1) dense smoke and (2) the optically thin aerosol haze. The dense smoke plumes are often found directly over the fires and the haze often extends hundreds of kilometers during the biomass burning season. The mean shortwave and longwave forcings of dense smoke was found to be -46.8 W/m² and 9.9 W/m², respectively. The mean SW forcing of the optically-thin aerosol haze was -25.9 W/m², and the mean LW forcing was 8.9 W/m². The net forcing of dense smoke was, therefore, -36.9 W/m², and the net forcing of the optically thin aerosol haze was -16.9 W/m². These results indicate that the instantaneous net radiative forcing of aerosols is one of cooling. While obtaining samples for this analysis, care was taken to ensure that the collocated pixel was more than 75% filled with either dense smoke or haze.

While the selection of samples is a useful exercise for obtaining first estimates of the radiative forcing, the task is tedious and time consuming. An automated fire and smoke detection scheme currently is being explored [Berezdes et al., 1996]. The radiative forcing of dense smoke as a function of the number of fires below the collocated sample is investigated using a set of simple thresholds. Figure 6a and 6b show the the TOA SW and LW flux for four classes: (1) clear land, (2) 1-20 fires, (3) 21-50 fires, and (4) >50 fires. The category 1-20 fires means that if a sample had 1-20 fires and if the mean temperature of the collocated sample was warmer than 250 K, the TOA SW and LW flux from the ERBE scanner was noted. The threshold of 250 K eliminates pixels with cold clouds. One of the drawbacks of this method is the classification of low brightness clouds as dense smoke. However, a visual examination of several images over the Amazonian area reveals that collocated pixels with fires often have dense smoke plumes as opposed to bright water clouds. Results from the recently held SCAR-B experiment in Brazil also support this assumption (M. King, personal communication, 1995). Figure 6a shows that the TOA SW flux increases as the number of fires within a collocated pixel increases. Thirteen images over the Rondonia province were used to create this figure. Clear land regions with no fires have an average SW flux of 165 W/m². Figure 6b shows the corresponding LW flux values for the four classes. Clear sky LW flux values are around 310 W/m². The LW flux values are not well separated when compared to the SW flux values. The category 1-20 fires have smaller LW flux values when compared to the 21-50 and >50 fire categories.

Table 1 shows the instantaneous shortwave, longwave, and net forcing for these three classes. As the number of fires increases, the shortwave aerosol forcing (SWRF) values also increase. Collocated ERBE pixels with 1-20 fires have an average
Swarf value of about 13.4 W/m$^2$, and this value increases to about -28.8 W/m$^2$ as the number of fires increase beyond 50. This shows the shortwave reflective properties of dense smoke is well correlated with the number of fires below them. On the other hand, the relation between longwave aerosol forcing (LWARF) and the number of fires is not apparent. The net forcing for the categories 21-50 fires and >50 fires shows a negative net radiative forcing, whereas the 1-20 fires shows a slightly positive net forcing value.

5. Conclusions

An approach to study the radiative effects of aerosols generated from biomass burning has been developed. A new smoke detection scheme based on a combination of textural and spectral measures shows that it is possible to separate even the optically thin aerosols from the underlying background. Collocated measurements from the ERBE scanner have been used to examine the direct radiative effects of these aerosols. This study provides the first observational estimates of the radiative effects of aerosols generated from biomass burning using satellite data. Results show that the "mean" textural measure, along with the spectral combination of AVHRR channels (1-4)/(1+4) and channel 1, provides a good visual separation between the aerosols and the underlying background. Collocated measurements from AVHRR and ERBE show that the mean instantaneous net radiative forcing of dense smoke is -36 W/m$^2$ and that of the optically thin smoke is about -16 W/m$^2$. The shortwave radiative forcing of
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